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Abstruct
The purpose of the thesis involves developing a virtual environment to design a
control system in an exoskeleton system actuated by McKibben pneumatic arti-
cial muscles. Three measures are implemented to achieve the purpose. First,
a systematic and ecient parameter estimation method is proposed for the non-
linear hybrid pneumatic articial muscle (PAM) model. The method is based on
particle-swarm-optimization (PSO) algorithm and it is ecient in terms of model
accuracy and computation time. A novel approach of the proposed method in-
volves focusing on the parameter space of the PAM model and to using a support
vector machine (SVM) to specify a subset in the parameter space. The subset pro-
vides a constraint condition corresponding to the type of PAM products such that
the proposed algorithm scatters the particles on the corresponding subset in the
initial step. The inertia of the PSO algorithm is erased to the extent that the par-
ticles are allowed to intensively search in the subset region. This thesis validates
the eciency of the proposed algorithm by using three dierent practical PAM
products. Secondly, a load-variant model based on the estimated model parame-
ters is presented. The continuous function of a load for each parameter is obtained
by applying the optimal estimated parameters to the least-square approximation
method. By using the function, the hybrid PAM model is extended to the load-
variant hybrid PAM model. Subsequently, the human's motion intention estimator
is developed by using a SVM and articial neural network (ANN). It enables the
system to automatically adjust the suitable controller gain. Subjects are asked
to drag the passive lift-assist device sideways, and the EMG signal is recorded
from 30 muscles from each body part of body. The signal is processed into feature
vectors, and the 3-class and 5-class motion classication are performed. Thus, 90
% classication accuracy is attained for 3-class classication, and 75 % in 5-class.
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1Chapter1 Introduction
The chapter states the background, objectives, and structure of the thesis.
1.1 McKibben Pneumatic Muscle
Recently, the population ratio of elderly individuals over 65 years old of age is
27.8 % in Japan 1). The ratio leads to increases in the number of individuals who
need nursing. Nurse assistant robots and wearable devices are developed with the
aim of decreasing the burden on a care-givers and improve the quality of life. It
is expected that a McKibben PAM will be widely used as an actuator for these
robots or instruments 2).
The McKibben PAM comprises of an internal rubber tube surrounded by a
cylindrical braided mesh that is composed of inextensible threads shown in Fig. 1.1.
The PAM is characterized by lightness, exibility, and high strength-to-weight
ratio, due to its mechanical structure. Both ends of the two-layered tube are
sealed by caps to retain its cylindrical form, and a cap includes a connecter to
supply compressed air. Compressed air is injected into the rubber tube, and thus
the PAM contracts in the direction of the long axis and expands in the radial
direction. This is the manner in which the PAM generates a contraction force.
Conversely, when a PAM releases compressed air, it returns to its original shape
due to the elasticity of the rubber tube. Additionally, PAMs are more reliable when
compared to hydraulic devices since they do not expose individual users to harmful
events such as oil leaks. Given their unique and human-friendly structure, PAMs
are used as actuators in rehabilitation/training/assist exoskeleton systems 3, 4, 5, 6)
and industrial robotic systems 7, 8, 9, 10).
Furthermore, a PAM exhibits the following nonlinearities 11, 12): (i) a hysteresis
phenomenon caused by the friction of the braided mesh with itself as well as with
the rubber tube, (ii) deformation of the PAM's shape, and (iii) pressure dynamics.
If the mass ow rate is considered, it determines the inow and outow of air
relative to a PAM, and rate changes lead to nonlinear functions involving ifthen
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Fig. 1.1: Structure of a PAM.
(a) Exoskeleton system (b) Industrial robotic system
Fig. 1.2: Systems using PAM actuators.
rules. Therefore, it is true that the structure of a PAM makes control dicult and
complex. Control system design requires a mathematical model of the PAM, and
this motivated the development of a wide variety of PAM models.
1.2 Mathematical Model of the PAM
Several modeling studies were performed to identify PAM features. The static
contraction force model was developed by considering the principle of virtual work
and the PAM's geometric structure 13). It considers their actions to develop and
improve the PAM models to accurately capture nonlinearity. The deformation of
the PAM's end shape was modeled in 11, 14, 15). The friction force generated by the
braided mesh itself was examined in 16, 17, 11, 18). The elasticity energy generated
by the internal rubber tube and the braided mesh was modeled in 19, 20, 21, 15). The
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pressure changes considering thermodynamic processes was modeled in 22, 23, 24).
In addition to modeling PAM dynamics, it is also necessary to model the pressure
and the mass ow dynamics in the control valve. There are several types of valves
including ono valves and proportional-directional control valves, and their oper-
ating principles are dierent. It is necessary to capture their respective dynamics.
The on-o valve is often used in the robotics eld, due to its lightness and simple
structure 25, 26, 27). However, pressure changes aect the output each time that the
valve operates 28). A reliable proportional-directional control valve was introduced
in the market by FESTO in the 2010s. It controls the value of compressed air
ow continuously and smoothly, and thus it is suitable for precise pressure con-
trol 29). The mass ow rate based on the ow through an orice with variations in
the eective area, such as a proportional-directional control valve, was examined
in 30, 24, 18). A few studies presented models suitable to develop of a control system.
The nonlinearity of a PAM is replaced with a mass-spring-damper and a contrac-
tion force model (three-element model) 31), and the three-element model simulates
behaviors of various commercial PAMs by changing stiness parameters 32). The
force/length hysteresis characteristic is approximated by a Maxwell slip model
that is a lumped-parametric quasi-static model 12, 33). However, the aforemen-
tioned studies restrict the operating pressure range and require an approximation
in which the nonlinearity is replaced with a linear or static component. Therefore,
it is signicant and meaningful to develop an accurate nonlinear state-space model
that can simulate PAM behaviors.
With respect to the use of a PAM as an actuator, it is important to completely
use its features: exibility over the low-pressure range and a high strength-to-
weight ratio in the high-pressure range. An accurate model with exibility and
a high strength-to-weight ratio should not be obtained by limiting the operating
pressure range or by approximating the nonlinear dynamics. In order to avoid
limitations in the pressure range, a piecewise-ane model was applied to a model
predictive control in 34). The study involved developing on an elaborate nonlinear
model of a PAM, such as a hybrid nonlinear model 35), based on a friction model
with implicit Euler integration 36) and a uid model of the proportional-directional
control valve without an operating pressure limitation 18). Our developed model
can simulate behaviors of various commercial PAMs by changing the values of
the model parameters and can also estimate the contraction ratio of the PAM by
using a nonlinear Kalman lter 37). Additionally, a few of studies that adopt a
dierent approach, namely articial intelligent-based modeling. These include a
linear auto-regression with an exogenous model 38) and an articial neural network
model that considered a load variable 39). Although these models are simple, it
is dicult to use them to develop a control system 40). Therefore, it is signicant
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and meaningful to develop an accurate nonlinear state-space model capable of
simulating PAM behaviors.
1.2.1 Parameter Estimation
In order to obtain an accurate PAM model, it is important to obtain adequate
values of the model parameters, and this motivates the consideration of the param-
eter estimation problem for a PAM model. Several model parameters are required
to obtain an accurate model, and the model accuracy depends on the parameter
values 12). The types of parameters include known and unknown parameters. In
the case of an unknown parameter, it is necessary to estimate its values by using
empirical input and output data. If the model is uncomplicated (for e.g., a linear
model or an accessible model including a few parameters), parameter estimation
is subsequently conducted manually or analytically 5). However, if the model is
complex (such as 35)), then it requires considerable eort and computation time.
Previously, conventional optimization algorithms including the modied genetic al-
gorithm (GA) method 38) and the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm 41)
were used to estimate parameters,. Furthermore, the model parameters for the
developed PAM model were estimated by using methods including the heuristic
method 42) and game-theoretic (GT) learning algorithm method 43). Although the
GT method is systematic, it is not ecient and requires substantial computation
time as well as experience and knowledge related to PAM parameters and admissi-
ble initial search points in advance. Thereby, it is potentially signicant to create
a systematic and ecient algorithm that does not require special experience and
knowledge.
1.2.2 Load-Variant Model
With respect to the practical use of the PAM as an actuator, a multi-PAM
system, such as an antagonistic system, is constructed to convert a contraction
force to torque. In these systems, it is necessary to consider load changes given the
existence of unknown parameters based on a suspended load. However, the original
model 35) does not cover load variation and only covers the signal PAM behavior.
Thus, the model is generalized by parameterization in terms of the load value 42).
The length-invariant PAM model in which the virtual load change is considered,
and a PI controller are incorporated into the original model as proposed by 44).
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1.2.3 Applications
Fig. 1.3: The concept of the previous study on exoskeleton device using an opera-
tor's intention.
As explained above, the exoskeleton device actuated by a pneumatic actuator
was developed, and it assists an operator in performing a variety of task including
force amplication, rehabilitation, and medical diagnosis. There are exoskeleton
device systems that eectively and automatically adjust a force controller gain
based on the operator's intention 6, 45, 46, 47). For example, the muscle activity of
a surface electromyogram (EMG) signal is measured, and a model of the human
arm was utilized to estimate the stiness level of the operator. Subsequently, the
gains of an impedance-based controller were adjusted to stabilize the device 6). The
concept of the study is shown in Fig. 1.3. The systems feedback the operator's
state and apply specic forces to induce desired muscle forces and motion. The
operator must ensure physical contact with the device, and thus the design of a
control system requires special consideration of the motion, dynamics, and control
of both the operator and robot. Fig. 1.4 shows a block diagram of exoskeleton
system using the PAM model. The scheme consists of approximately two phases,
namely a real world in which EMG signals are obtained and the device provides
desirable force to the operator, and a virtual world in which the control input is
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Fig. 1.4: Block diagram of exoskeleton system using PAM.
determined. Thus, in terms of ecient control design, it is important to develop
a virtual environment as follows: by constructing an actuator model as well as
a human motion estimator that details the manner in which the human moves
and the intended purpose of the system. It is expected that both the load variant
hybrid PAM model and the human intention estimator that are presented in the
thesis can be applied to the scheme shown in Fig. 1.4, and we attempt to apply
several control methods such as PID control 48) and model predictive control 49).
1.3 Purpose of This Thesis
The objective of the thesis involves developing a virtual environment to design a
control system in an exoskeleton system actuated by PAMs. In order to achieve the
objective, the following three measures are conducted: (i) proposing a systematic
and ecient parameter estimation method for our PAM model as given in 35),
(ii) present a load-variant model based on estimated model parameters, and (iii)
construct the human intention estimator.
The thesis considers a parameter estimation problem for the model expressed
in a nonlinear optimization problem 43). An objective function of the optimiza-
tion denes the error between responses obtained from the nonlinear model and
measured from an practical PAM system in order to evaluate the accuracy of the
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(a) ActiveLink TAA10 (10, 0:25 m)
(b) FESTO DMSP-10-250N (10, 0:25 m)
(c) FESTO DMSP-20-200N (20, 0:20 m)
Fig. 1.5: Products of the McKibben pneumatic articial muscle.
model with the estimated parameter values. The proposed systematic algorithm
focuses on the space of the unknown parameters in the PAM model and consid-
ers two points, namely model accuracy and computation time. In order to achieve
these points, rst, a PSO algorithm 50) is adopted as the main structure of the pro-
posed algorithm with a feature wherein multiple search points are updated with
an inertia. This is because it is expected that the PSO algorithm estimates the
parameters faster than single-search conventional methods 42, 43). Subsequently, a
subset in the parameter space is specied for each PAM product, and good model
parameters are tentatively located in the specied region. The regions are obtained
by classifying the parameter space by using an SVM 51, 52). Its training data are
selected from the accumulated number of model parameters, and this exceeds ten
thousand points. Subsequently, a systematic algorithm is constructed such that
initial search points are scattered within the specied region corresponding to the
product. Furthermore, the inertia term of the PSO algorithm is erased because
the points are allowed to perform an intensive search in the region. Both the
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Fig. 1.6: Experimental setup obtaining EMG data.
incorporation of the obtained regions into the algorithm and erasing the inertia
term of the PSO algorithm constitute the main ideas in the thesis, and thus the
resulting PSO-based algorithm achieves a more ecient estimation. The thesis
validates the eciency of the proposed PSO-based algorithm by using three prac-
tical PAM products, namely ActiveLink TAA10, FESTO DMSP-10-250N, and
FESTO DMSP-20-200N as shown in Fig. 1.5. With respect to the validation, the
unknown parameters are estimated for each product by using the following three
algorithms: the proposed PSO-based algorithm, heuristic algorithm 42) and dif-
ferential evolution (DE) algorithm 53, 54), and the conventional PSO algorithm 50).
The DE algorithm is a multi-search points algorithm that is the same as PSO,
and a fair comparison of the results is expected. We illustrate the regions in the
parameter space and compare the resulting values of the objective function and
the computation time to conrm that the proposed algorithm can determine more
optimal parameters for the estimation problem faster than competing algorithms.
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Furthermore, the continuous function of a load for each parameter is obtained
by applying the optimal estimated parameters to the least-square approximation
method. The hybrid PAM model is extended to the load-variant hybrid PAM
model 35) by using the function. The presented model is validated by comparing
experimental data and simulation data obtained from the load-variant model.
Subsequently, the human intention estimator based on an electromyogram (EMG)
signal is constructed. Subjects are asked to drag the passive lift-assist device
sideways as shown in Fig. 1.6, and the EMG signal is recorded from 30 muscles
including the upper and lower limbs, shoulder, and torso parts. The signals are
processed via lters, and the feature vectors are extracted. The dimension of the
feature vectors is reduced via principal component analysis (PCA) such that it is
applicable to real-time systems. The 3-class and 5-class motion classication is
performed by using an SVM and ANN 55). The constructed classier is evaluated
by a 3-fold cross-validation. Consequently, 90 % classication accuracy is attained
for the 3-class classication and 75 % in 5-class.
1.4 Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. The hybrid nonlinear PAM model
and parameter estimation problem are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 shows
that there are dierences in the parameter value based on the type of PAM prod-
ucts and that the regions in the parameter space are computed via the SVM's
classication technique. Section 4 proposes the PSO-based algorithm for the pa-
rameter estimation problem that follows the incorporation of the obtained regions
and the removal of the inertia term. Section 5 illustrates the resulting parame-
ter values and the computation time to conrm that the proposed algorithm is
ecient. The estimated parameters are used to construct the time-variant hy-
brid model. Section 6 explains the human motion estimator. Finally, Section 7
concludes the thesis.
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Chapter2 Parameter
Estimation
This section introduces the nonlinear hybrid model of a PAM system and for-
mulates the parameter estimation problem for determining the model parameters.
2.1 Hybrid Nonlinear Model of a McKibben PAM
System
In this study, we consider a PAM system actuated by a proportional-directional
control valve that incorporates a vertically suspended weight (load) M , as illus-
trated in Fig. 2.1. The system's input signal is the voltage into the control valve,
and the output is the PAM's inner pressure and contraction ratio.
A discrete-time PAM model is described in a switched system with 12 nonlinear
subsystems f : <3 < ! <3,
x(t+ 1) = f(x(t); u(t)) if x(t) 2 X; (2.1a)
y(t) =
"
1 0 0
0 0 1
#
x(t); (2.1b)
where x := [ _ P ]T is a state variable, y := [P ]T is an output variable (measured
by sensors), t 2 <+ is the continuous time, u 2 U  < is a control input,  2
 := f1; 2;    ; 12g is a subsystem's index, X := fx 2 <3 j	(x)  0g, and
	 : <3  < ! < is a function derived from a conditional statement in the form
of an if-then rule.  denotes a contraction ratio and P denotes the inner pressure
of the PAM. The system variables and parameters in the model (2.1) are listed in
TABLE 2.1. The model (2.1) is obtained by discretizing a continuous-time PAM
model, as proposed in the previous study of 35), using the fourth-order Runge-
Kutta method with a sampling period Ts. The previous study validated the PAM
model using various commercial PAMs obtained from ActiveLink and FESTO, as
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Fig. 2.1: Illustration of PAM systems.
shown in Fig. 1.5 35).
The PAM model (2.1) comprises six dynamic equations expressing contraction
force, various friction forces, the PAM's volume, inner-pressure, weight, and ow
rate in the control valve, and all of which are introduced in the Appendix. In
the PAM model, there exists a bounded interval [a; b] (0  a  b) such that
parameters, K; ; Cq1; Cq2, and cc, are dependent on the load, M 2 [a; b], and
other parameters, A0; k1; k2, and cv, are constant over all M
42). Note that the
PAM model shown in the Appendix is capable of generalization in terms of M .
The feature of load-dependence can lead to the following theorem 42).
Theorem 1 The system parameters of the PAM model (2.1) can be divided into
two groups for any M 2 [a; b]: the parameters, K; ; Cq1; Cq2; cc, character-
ize steady-state behaviors, and the other parameters, A0; k1; k2; cv, characterize
transient behaviors.
The separability of the parameters gives an indication of making an eective pro-
cedure for estimating the nine parameters, which is our aim in this study.
2.2 Parameter Estimation Problem
2.2.0.1 Original Form
The accuracy of a mathematical model depends on the model parameters, and
it is important to determine their appropriate values for them. Our approach de-
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Table 2.1: Variables and Parameters of PAM systems.
l : length of PAM [m]
 =
L  l
L
: contraction ratio [-]
_ =
d
dt
: speed of contraction ratio [-]
P : absolute internal gas pressure [Pa]
V : volume of PAM [m3]
m : mass ow rate in valve [kg/s]
va
ri
a
b
le
s
D0 : natural diameter of PAM [m]
L0 : natural length of PAM [m]
L : initial length of PAM after
a weight is loaded [m]
D1; D2; D3 : coecients of polynomial [m
3]
M : mass of loaded weight [kg]
g : gravitational acceleration [m/s2]
Ptank : source absolute pressure [Pa]
Pout : atmospheric pressure [Pa]
kh : specic heat ratio for air [-]
R : coecient of elasticity [J/kgK]
T : absolute temperature [K]
p
ar
am
et
er
s
d
et
er
m
in
ed
in
ad
va
n
ce
K : coecient of elasticity [N/m3]
 : angle of mesh [deg]
Cq1 : correction coecients [-]
Cq2 : correction coecients [1/Pa]
cc : Coulomb friction [N]
A0 : orice area of control valve [m
2]
k1; k2 : polytropic indices [-]
cv : viscous friction coecient [Ns/m] p
ar
am
et
er
s
to
b
e
id
en
ti

ed
termines the model parameters by minimizing error between the simulation and
experimental responses. Next, a parameter estimation problem is dened as fol-
lows: given a sequence of experimental data Dexp,
P : inf
p2<9
d(Dsim(p);Dexp)
s.t. discretized model of (1) generates Dsim(p); (2.2)
where p = [K  Cq1 Cq2 cc A0 k1 k2 cv]
T 2 <9 is a decision parameter and Dsim is a
sequence of the simulation data obtained from the PAM model. Denition of Dexp
and Dsim will be described later in this section. d(; ) : R2 ! R is an objective
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Fig. 2.2: Dividing an area error into triangles and trapezoids
function which returns the area error between Dexp and Dsim. The area error is
partitioned into triangles and trapezoids using linear interpolation, as illustrated
in Fig. 2.2. Then, the area errors are calculated More details of d(; ) are
described in 43).
The estimation problem is a nonlinear programming problem over nine-dimensional
search space; thus it is dicult to solve it analytically in terms of the decision pa-
rameters, and it is known to take an enormous amount of computation time 56).
In order to obtain the optimal solution eectively, it is desirable that the problem
be as simple as possible. Based on the Theorem 1, the decision parameters are
divided into two groups: those characterizing the steady-state and transient re-
sponses. That is, the original problem can also be divided into two problems: the
estimation problem for the steady-state response, denoted by Ps, and the other
problem for the transient response, denoted by Pt. These search spaces have lower
dimensionality than the original one.
2.2.0.2 Separated Form
The parameters are divided into two decision parameters: p1 := [K  Cq1 Cq2 cc]
T 2
<5 which characterize the steady-state response, and p2 := [A0 k1 k2 cv]T 2 <4
which characterize the transient response.
The estimation problem for the steady-state response is as follows: given exper-
1.
1MATLAB function, polyarea.
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imental data Dexp;s and an appropriate parameter p2,
Ps : inf
p12<5
d(Dsim(p1; p2);Dexp)
s.t. discretized model (1) generates Dsim(p1; p2); (2.3)
where Dsim;s denotes a set of steady-state response in the simulation. Dsim;s is
obtained by running a code of the nonlinear model with parameters updated and
with M xed, including dilatation process data Ddilasim;s and contraction process
data Dcontsim;s, where the dilatation and the contraction are separated to capture a
hysteresis loop appearing in the steady-state response. That is,
Dsim;s = fDdilasim;s; Dcontsim;sg
=
n
f( P dilasim;i; dilasim;i)gN
dila
sim
i=1 ; f( P contsim;i; contsim;i)gN
cont
sim
i=1
o
;
where Ndilasim and N
cont
sim are the numbers of the corresponding simulation data. Simi-
larly, Dexp;s are sampled in advance using practical equipment, and Dexp;s including
dilation process data Ddilaexp;s and contraction process data Dcontexp;s. That is,
Dexp;s = fDdilaexp;s; Dcontexp;sg
=
n
f( P dilaexp;i; dilaexp;i)gN
dila
exp
i=1 ; f( P contexp;i; contexp;i)gN
cont
exp
i=1
o
;
where Ndilaexp and N
cont
exp are the numbers of the corresponding experimental data.
The estimation problem for the transient response is as follows: given experi-
mental data Dexp;t and the estimated parameter p1, which is the solution to Ps,
Pt : inf
p22<4
d(Dsim(p1; p2);Dexp)
s.t. discretized model (1) generates Dsim(p1; p2); (2.4)
where Dsim;t denotes a set of simulation data, including transient data for various
pressure ranges. That is,
Dsim;t =
n
f(tjsim;i; P jsim;i(ti); jsim;i(ti))gN
t
sim
i=1
oNpres
j=1
;
where N tsim is the number of corresponding data, and N
pres is the number of pres-
sure ranges. Regarding experimental data,
Dexp;t =
n
f(tjexp;i; P jexp;i(ti); jexp;i(ti))gN
t
exp
i=1
oNpres
j=1
;
where N texp is the number of corresponding data.
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From the author's experience of applying the heuristic method 42) and the game-
theoretic learning method 43), the separated problems can be solved more eciently
than the original problem because they respectively have smaller ve-dimension
and four-dimensional parameter spaces. However, this is not ecient; that is, it
takes substantial computation time and requires knowledge of PAM parameters
and admissible initial search points in advance. Thereby, it is important to create
a systematic and ecient algorithm that does not require such knowledge. This
study will realize an idea whereby the initial particles are scattered in a specied
region of the parameter space in order to make the parameter estimation more
ecient.
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Chapter3 Relation Between a
PAM Product and
Parameter Location
This section shows that parameter values tend to be dierent depending on
the type of PAM products for which the regions in the parameter space can be
computed via an SVM classication technique.
3.1 Tendency of Model Parameter Values
The values of the model parameter accumulated using the heuristic method
are illustrated and investigated to identify their value's tendency. This study
focuses on parameter values regarding the steady state because the dimension of
the decision variable in the parameter estimation problem Ps is larger than Pt.
Figs. 3.1-3.3 illustrate the distribution of the estimated parameter values over the
loads of 1 to 9 kg. As shown in Figs. 3.1-3.3, the parameter values tend to be
dierent depending on the type of PAM product; in particular,  and Cq1 exist
within a small range compared with the other parameters, which implies that
values of  and Cq1 are sensitive to the model's accuracy. From this tendency,
the authors are convinced that it is possible to classify parameter values using
SVM and to obtain a specied region in which adequate model parameters may
be located.
3.2 Classication via SVM
SVMs are a fundamental and powerful way to analyze data for classication 51).
By providing training data, which categorized by two classes in advance, the SVM
algorithm learns and builds a decision function that can judge whether the test
data belong to one class or the other. Since the resulting decision function becomes
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(a) K (b)  (c) Cq1 (d) Cq2 (e) cc
Fig. 3.1: Existing ranges of TAA10 parameter.
(a) K (b)  (c) Cq1 (d) Cq2 (e) cc
Fig. 3.2: Existing ranges of DMSP-10-250N parameter.
2.8cm
(a) K (b)  (c) Cq1 (d) Cq2 (e) cc
Fig. 3.3: Existing ranges of DMSP-20-200N parameter.
a parameter region that will be incorporated into the proposed algorithm, the
SVM is appropriate for this study. In this study, the estimated model parameters
that have been accumulated so far are divided into two groups: the training data
(1,800 parameters for each of the ve products), which are used for constructing
the decision function, and the evaluation data (180 parameters for each of the
ve products), which are used for verication of generalization performance. The
training data are dened by the following equation:
f(zr; tr)j zr 2 Rn; tr 2 f 1; 1ggqr=1;
where zr is the input data, tr is the label of the class, n is the dimension of
zr corresponding to the dimension of the parameter space, and q is the number
of training data, which is 9,000. The sets of the classes are listed in Table 3.1.
By applying the training data to the SVM algorithm, the decision function is
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Table 3.1: Pair Numbers of Classes in SVM
m Class 1 Class 2
1 ActiveLink(TAA10) other products
2 FESTO(DMSP-10-250N) other products
3 FESTO(DMSP-20-200N) other products
Table 3.2: SVM parameters and accuracy in the steady-state case
m  C Cross-validation(%) Generalization performance(%)
1 1 1 100 100
2 1 10 100 100
3 1 100 100 99.7
Table 3.3: Values of the decision function 3.1
m bm Number of support vector
1 0.1335 66
2 0.8561 69
3 0.3272 48
constructed as follows:
Dm(z) =
qX
r=1
trr exp( kzr   zk
2
22
) + bm; (3.1)
where m is the pair number in Table 3.1,  is the dispersion, z is the input of the
classier data, bm is the bias, and r is the Lagrange multiplier. A support vector
is zr with r > 0, and a class boundary is a hyperplane given by Dm(z) = 0.
The classication performance of the decision function depends on the two con-
trol parameter values of the SVM algorithm 57):  and C, which are the upper
bounds of r and aect the classication error rate
58). These control parameters
have the following characteristics: if we set the value of  to be smaller, then the
class boundary becomes more complex, and if we set the value of C to be smaller,
then the SVM permits classication error. Thus, we try to obtain adequate values
for the two control parameters in SVM using a grid-search method, and conrm
generalization performance. By applying adequate control parameters to the SVM
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cmcm
(a) pair number 1 (b) pair number 2 (c) pair number 3
(d) pair number 1 (e) pair number 2 (f) pair number 3
(g) pair number 1 (h) pair number 2 (i) pair number 3
Fig. 3.4: View of the classication results in the steady-state case. The red point
is class 1 and the blue point is class 2 for each pair in Table 3.1.
algorithm, the decision functions for each PAM product are obtained. Table 3.2
lists the obtained control parameters and the accuracy of both the cross validation
and the generalization performance using the decision functions. Table 3.3 shows
the value of bm and the number of support vectors of (3.1). The number of r
and zr are the same as the number of support vectors; thus, we show the number
of support vectors in Table 3.3 and omit the values of r and zr. As listed in
Table 3.2, the accuracy of the cross validation is 100 % for all decision functions,
which means that the class boundary is not overtted. The generalization perfor-
mance is almost 100 %, which means that each of the decision functions is capable
of two-class classication. Furthermore, a visualization of classication result is
shown in Fig. 3.4. The red points are the parameters categorized by the product
of class 1, blue points are categorized by the product of class 2, and the black
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plane is the hyperplane, which is the class boundary. The sets of classes 1 and
2 are listed in Table 3.1. From Fig. 3.4, we can observe the points correspond-
ing to the object product that exists within the specied region surrounded by
the hyperplane. Therefore, we can obtain decision functions that are capable of
judging whether a candidate parameter is within the specied parameter region in
which adequate model parameters may be located. In other words, the experience
and the knowledge regarding the PAM products can be replaced with the result-
ing decision functions in order to achieve an ecient algorithm for the parameter
estimation problem of interest.
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Chapter4 PSO-Based
Algorithm for the
Estimation Problem
PSO is known to be useful for solving the nonlinear programming problems
and is based on the swarm intelligence 50). The algorithm, in general, randomly
scatters the particles over a certain search space at an initial step and tries to nd
the optimal solution by updating and sharing information among particles.
A particle is dened as
xli := [x
l
i;1; x
l
i;2;    ; xli;n;    ; xli;N ] 2 S;
and the entire collection of particles, called a swarm, is dened as
xl := fxl1; xl2;    ; xli;    ; xlIg;
where N is the number of dimensions, l 2 f1; 2;    ; Lg is the number of iterations,
and i 2 f1; 2;    ; Ig is the number of particles. S denotes the N -dimensional
search space, and is composed as follows:
S 2 fS1; S2;    ; Sn;    ; SNg;
where
Sn 2 fxli;njXmin;n  xli;n  Xmax;ng:
Xmin;n and Xmax;n dene a range of parameters set large enough for the particles to
nd the optimal solution. The particles have information about their coordinates
xli 2 RN , velocity vli 2 RN , their best past coordinate xpBest;li 2 RN , called pBest,
and the swarm's best past coordinate xgBest;li 2 RN , called gBest.
The search procedure of the conventional PSO algorithm is described. First,
particles are randomly scattered within the search space, and an initial velocity
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Algorithm 1 Proposed PSO-Based algorithm for estimating PAM model param-
eters
1: Set 0m and S
2: for Particle i = 1 to N do
3: Set x0i 2 0m
4: end for
5: for Iteration l = 1 to L do
6: for Particle i = 1 to I do
7: if f(xli)  f(xpBest;l 1i ) then
8: xpBest;li  xli
9: else
10: xpBest;li  xpBest;l 1i
11: end if
12: if xpBest;li  pgBest;l 1 then
13: xgBest;li  xpBest;li
14: else
15: xgBest;li  xgBest;l 1i
16: end if
17: end for
18: for Particle i = 1 to N do
19: xli  log xli
20: xpBest;li  log xpBest;li
21: xgBest;li  log xgBest;li
22: vl+1i  c1r1(xpBest;li   xli) + c2r2(xgBest;l   xli)
23: xl+1i  xli + vl+1i
24: xl+1i  exp(xl+1i )
25: for Dimension n = 1 to N do
26: if xl+1i;n > Xmax;n then
27: xl+1i;n = x
l
i;n + r3(Xmax;n   xli;n)
28: else if xl+1i;n < Xmin;n then
29: xl+1i;n = x
l
i;n   r3(Xmin;n   xli;n)
30: end if
31: end for
32: end for
33: end for
v0i is assigned to each particle. v
0
i has random direction and magnitude. Next,
the evaluation of the particles is performed. All particles are evaluated based
on the value of an objective function denoted as f(). If xli has a smaller value
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of the objective function than xpBest;l 1i , then x
pBest;l
i is x
l
i; otherwise, x
pBest;l
i is
taken over xpBest;l 1i . If x
pBest;l
i has a smaller value of the objective function than
xgBest;l 1i , x
gBest;l 1
i is x
l
i; otherwise, x
gBest;l
i is taken over x
gBest;l 1
i . At the rst
iteration, xpBest;li is x
0
i , and x
gBest;0
i must be selected from x
0. Then, an update of
the particles' positions is done. Each particle is updated according to the following
equation:
vl+1i = w
lvli + c1r1(x
pBest;l
i   xli) + c2r2(xgBest;l   xli); (4.1)
xl+1i = x
l
i + v
l+1
i ; (4.2)
where c1, c2 2 R are acceleration coecients which determine the relative pulls
toward pBest and gBest, and r1, r2 2 RN are random numbers between 0 and
1. wl 2 RI is a scaling factor, known as the inertia weight, and determines the
relative pull to the particles' original directions 59). In order to search further
around the best positions, the value of wl is reduced gradually as the number
of iterations increases. When a particle departs from the boundary of one of
the dimensions belonging to the search space, the sign of the velocity in that
dimension is inverted, and the particle is placed between the previous position
and the boundary randomly 60). The algorithm repeats the evaluation and updates
until the number of iterations meets l = L; nally, the algorithm employs the best
particle as an optimal solution.
There are three advantages using the PSO algorithm. First, the PSO algorithm
can compute several values of the objective function at the same time using parallel
computing. Thus, it is more ecient in searching for the optimal solution compared
with single-search-point algorithms. Second, the PSO algorithm does not need a
derivative of the objective function. Thus, the algorithm can be applied to a
discontinuous function, and it is less likely to converge to a local optimal solution.
Third, although the PSO algorithm is easy to implement, as its expressions are
simply formulated by the four arithmetic operations, it is possible for it to solve
a nonlinear programing problem rapidly compared with the other evolutionary
computation algorithms such as the genetic algorithm 60).
However, when the PSO algorithm is used to estimate PAM model parameters
regarding the steady-state response, there are several problems. The rst is the
wide search space. For example, as shown in Figs. 3.1, parameter K of TAA10
takes a value of widely dierent orders of magnitude, from orders of 5 to 10. Thus,
when the parameters are estimated without prior information, the search space
must be set wide enough, causing a loss of trailing digits in the calculation of the
position updates. The second problem is the complexity of the objective function,
which is a serious challenge. Due to this complexity, the particles have diculty
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gathering around the optimal solution and may converge to a local solution.
For these reasons, this study proposes a PSO-based estimation method that
specializes in the PAM model parameters to shorten the computation time. The
algorithm of the proposed method is dierent from the conventional one on the
following points: First, the particles' coordinate xli is taken as the logarithm during
the update in order to prevent the loss of trailing digits. Hence, the original
parameter estimation problem can be considered as the problem of estimating
parameter exponents. Second, the initial particles x0 are scattered within a specic
space, denoted as 0m, which may include the optimal solution. The specic space
is determined as
0m  fx 2 R5jDm(x)  0g; m = 1; 2; 3;
where Dm is the decision function, introduced in Section 3, and m is the pair num-
ber in Table 3.1. For example, when estimating TAA10 parameters, the particles
are scattered within 01. By restricting the initial search space a priori, the parti-
cles can remember their relatively good positions as pBest, and they are eventually
forced to search around `good' spaces, where the optimal solution seems likely to
exist. Third, the inertia term, which is the rst one of (4.1), is removed. By doing
this, the particles update their positions so as to pull toward pBest and gBest, and
are encouraged to search around the optimal solution in early iterations. Thus,
the particles' positions are updated by the following equation:
vl+1i = c1r1(x
pBest;l
i   xli) + c2r2(xgBest;l   xli):
The proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1, where f(xli) is the
objective function, and corresponds to d(Dsim(xli; p2); Dexp), and r3 is random
number between 0 and 1. In Algorithm 1, the initialization of the particles is in
lines 2-4, the evaluation is in lines 5-17, and the update is in lines 18-32. In order
to verify that the proposed algorithm can estimate parameters characterizing the
steady-state response in a shorter computation time, the estimation results are
compared with those of the other methods 42), 43).
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Chapter5 Results of Parameter
Estimation
This section illustrates the results of parameter estimation using a practical
PAM system and validates the eciency of the proposed algorithm compared
with the existing algorithms. In the validation, the algorithms are observed in
terms of parameter values, convergence characteristics, objective function values,
the computation time, and multi-search points algorithm. Then, the estimated
parameters are parameterized continuously in terms of M in order to construct
the load variant model.
5.1 Experimental Setup
The PAM system used to measure the experimental data is shown in Fig. 5.1, and
the specications of experimental equipments are listed in Table 5.1, which are the
same as those used in 35). The experimental data of the steady-state response were
obtained by inputting 32 dierent step signals into the proportional-directional
control valve, and the step input signals were 0 and 6 V in the contraction process
and the expansion process, respectively. The experimental data for the transient
response include transit responses of four dierent inner pressures: from 300 to 400
kPa, 300 to 600 kPa, 400 to 500 kPa and 500 to 600 kPa. The authors collected
these experimental data for dierent PAM products: TAA10, DMSP-10-250N, and
DMSP-20-200N, for the dierent loads M = 1; 2;    ; 9 kg. By referring to these
experimental data sets, we try to estimate the unknown model parameters, where
the measurable parameters are listed in Table 5.3.
5.2 Estimation Results
Parameter estimations were performed using the dierent estimation methods
to validate the quality of the parameters and the rate of convergence. In this
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Fig. 5.1: Experimental equipment.
study, the parameters characterizing the steady-state response were estimated by
the proposed method, the conventional PSO algorithm method (hereinafter called
the PSO method), and the heuristic method. The parameters characterizing the
transient response were estimated using the PSO method and the heuristic method.
The control parameters and the parameters' search ranges for the proposed method
and the PSO method are listed in Table 5.2. These values are the same except
for the existing w in the PSO method. The experimental data and the estimation
problems are the same in all estimation methods. Note that the particles are taken
as logarithmic values during the update in the proposed and PSO methods. The
parameter Cq2 is estimated as  1=Cq2 because of the antilogarithm condition and
the form in the model (2.1).
5.2.0.1 Parameter Values
The resulting parameter values regarding steady-state and transient responses
(M = 1) are listed in Tables 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. The values shown there are
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Table 5.1: Specications of experimental equipment
Equipment Specication
PAM TAA10: 10, 0.25 m, ActiveLink
DMSP-10-250N: 10, 0.25 m, FESTO
DMSP-20-200N: 20, 0.20 m, FESTO
Control valve MPYE-5-M5-010-B, 5/3-way valve,
critical frequency: 125 Hz, FESTO.
Laser displacement ZX-LD300L, ZX-LDA11-N,
meter (LDM) optical resolution: 0.3 mm, Omron
Pressure sensor E8M-10, range:0?1 MPa, Omron
Flow meter SAB-10U-WQ8-2SV-M12,
range: 0.1?10 l/min, FESTO.
Pressure tank AST-25G, tank: 25 l, EARTH MAN.
Server RedHat Enterprise Linux 6,
15CPU, 2.40 GHz. Memory: 90 GB
Software MATLAB 2015b
Parallel Computing Toolbox
Table 5.2: Control parameters and parameter search ranges for the proposed and
the PSO methods
# of Particles 20
Maximum Iteration 1000
w 0:4  0:9 (without the specic space)
c1, c2 2
K[N/m3] 1:00 10 10  1:00 1010
 [deg] 1:00 10 3  1:60 100
Cq1 [-] 1:00 10 10  1:00 1010
 1=Cq2 [1/Pa] 1:00 10 10  1:00 1010
cc [N] 1:00 10 10  1:00 1010
A0[m
2] 1:00 10 10  1:00 1010
k1 [-] 1:00  1:40
k2 [-] 1:00  1:40
cc [Ns/m] 1:00 10 10  1:00 1010
the best of ten trials in the estimation process. As for the steady-state response,
the values of the objective function of the proposed method were smaller than
the other methods, as shown in Table 5.4. Thus, the proposed method is capable
of obtaining more adequate parameters for the PAM model in the sense of the
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Table 5.3: Values of known PAM model parameters.
TAA10 DMSP-10-250N DMSP-20-200N
D0 [m] 1:00 10 2 1:00 10 2 2:00 10 2
L0 [m] 2:50 10 1 2:50 10 1 2:00 10 1
D1 [m
3]  3:48 10 4  4:13 10 4  6:70 10 4
D2 [m
3] 2:32 10 4 2:40 10 4 4:89 10 4
D3 [m
3] 2:77 10 5 2:00 10 5 6:50 10 5
Ptank [Pa] 7:01 105 7:01 105 7:01 105
Pout [Pa] 1:01 105 1:01 105 1:01 105
k [-] 1:40 1:40 1:40
R [J/kgK] 287 287 287
T [K] 293 293 293
objective function. When taking a look to the value of parameter  sensitive to
the model accuracy, it is almost the same value for all estimation methods, as
listed in Table 5.4 while the other parameters mostly take dierent values. In
particular, in the PSO method, the value of  1=Cq2 reaches 1010, which is the
maximum value of the search range. Thus, there was a dierence between their
objective function values.
5.2.1 Convergence Characteristics
Fig. 5.2 shows the comparison of the convergence processes of the parameter
values in ten trials of TAA10 in the case of M = 1 kg. The horizontal and vertical
axes denote the number of iterations and the value of the objective function,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 5.2, the resulting values of the proposed method
in red lines at the maximum iteration converge near the value of the heuristic
method in the dashed-black lines while the values of the PSO method in the blue
lines vary widely, especially in K and  1=Cq2. Fig. 5.3 shows the convergence
processes of the values of the objective function for each PAM product in the case
of M = 1 kg. As shown in Figs. 5.3 (a) and (b) for TAA10 and DMSP-10-250N,
the proposed method shown in red lines can successfully minimize the objective
function value in all trials better compared to the PSO methods in blue lines.
Fig. 5.3 (c) conrms that, although the proposed method cannot always minimize
the objective function value in all trials for DMSP-20-200N, its best value is smaller
than those of the other methods. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the variation
of the results over ten trials quantitatively, the standard deviations of the values of
the objective function are listed in Table 5.4. As listed in Table 5.4, the standard
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Table 5.4: Estimated parameters and performance indices in the case of M = 1 kg
Proposed PSO Heuristic
TAA10 K [N/m3] 5:40 106 4:02 106 6:00 106
 [deg] 7:16 10 1 7:23 10 1 7:15 10 1
Cq1 [-] 7:08 10 1 3:44 10 1 7:11 10 1
 1=Cq2 [1/Pa]  2:01 10 5  1:00 10 10  2:01 10 5
cc [N] 1:89 1:69 1:94
O.F.V. 1:89 103 2:31 103 1:94 103
S.D. 1:28 102 1:05 105
S.D. [s] 1:93 103 1:52 104 almost a month
20-200N K [N/m3] 6:00 106 1:09 106 4:25 106
 [deg] 8:66 10 1 8:82 10 1 8:69 10 1
Cq1 [-] 3:82 10 1 1:77 10 1 3:66 10 1
 1=Cq2 [1/Pa]  7:11 10 6  4:60 10 7  7:58 10 6
cc [N] 2:96 2:46 2:92
O.F.V. 2:49 103 3:02 103 2:77 103
S.D. 9:36 102 8:53 104 -
C.T. [s] 2:72 103 3:47 104 almost a month
10-250N K [N/m3] 2:01 106 2:07 106 2:05 106
 [deg] 7:92 10 1 8:12 10 1 8:00 10 1
Cq1 [-] 5:82 10 1 2:65 10 1 3:73 10 1
 1=Cq2 [1/Pa]  5:19 10 6  1:04 10 10  1:06 10 6
cc [N] 3:19 2:50 2:99
O.F.V. 2:80 103 4:36 103 3:51 103
Standard deviation 1:67 102 5:11 104
S.D. [s] 9:17 103 1:74 104 almost a month
deviation of the proposed method is signicantly smaller than those of the PSO
method. Therefore, we can say that the variation of the estimated values of the
proposed method is smaller than the PSO method over ten trials.
5.2.2 Values of the Objective Function under Dierent Loads
As for the steady-state response, the values of the objective function at the max-
imum iteration for load M = 1; 2;    ; 9 kg are shown in Fig. 5.4. The estimation
was conducted with ve trials for each product and for all loads. As shown in
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Table 5.5: Estimated parameters and performance indices in the case of M = 1 kg
PSO Heuristic
TAA10 A0 [m
2] 3:79 10 8 3:88 10 8
k1 [-] 1:20 1:20
k2 [-] 1:40 1:40
cv [Ns/m] 1:62 10 3 1:60 10 3
Objective function value 1:12 106 1:14 106
Standard deviation 1:05 105
Computation time 2:00 102 almost a day
DMSP-20-200N A0 [m
2] 3:39 10 8 3:60 10 8
k1 [-] 1:23 1:16
k2 [-] 1:35 1:30
cv [Ns/m] 8:92 10 4 9:32 10 4
Objective function value 2:50 106 2:50 106
Standard deviation 1:05 105
Computation time 6:45 102 almost a day
DMSP-10-250N A0 [m
2] 3:26 10 8 3:07 10 8
k1 [-] 1:00 1:08
k2 [-] 1:40 1:36
cv [Ns/m] 2:85 10 4 2:85 10 3
Objective function value 3:61 106 3:63 106
Standard deviation 1:05 105
Computation time 4:97 102 almost a day
Fig. 5.4, the proposed method can minimize the value of the objective function
over almost all load conditions. Thus, for the steady-state response, the proposed
method cannot only estimate adequate parameters, but also prevents the variation
of the resulting values in all conditions compared to the other methods. Similarly,
with regard to the transient response, as shown in Table 5.5, the values of the ob-
jective function of the PSO method are almost the same as those of the heuristic
method. The values of the objective function at the maximum iteration number
are also shown in Fig. 5.6, where the estimation is conducted over ve trials for
each product and for all loads. As shown in Fig. 5.6, the values of each trial are
almost the same, and the variations in the results are scarcely observed. There-
fore, the PSO method cannot only estimate adequate parameters as well as the
heuristic method, but also prevents variation of the resulting values in all products
and load conditions.
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(a) K (b) 
(c) Cq1 (d) Cq2
(e) cc
Fig. 5.2: Comparison of convergence characteristics of the parameter values ob-
tained by the proposed method (red line) and the PSO method (blue line) for ten
trials (TAA10, M = 1, steady-state response). The result of the heuristic method
is also shown as a dashed-black line.
5.2.3 Computation Time
The computation times are listed in Tables 5.4, 5.5. The computation time is
dened as the time taken for the value of the objective function to converge to
within an error range of less than 3 % at the nal iteration. For the steady-state
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(a) TAA10 (b) DMSP20-200N (c) DMSP10-250N
Fig. 5.3: Comparison of convergence characteristics of the values of the objective
function obtained by the proposed method (red line) and the PSO method (blue
line) over ten estimation trials (TAA10,M = 1, steady-state response). The result
of the heuristic method is also shown (dashed-black line).
response of TAA10, it took 1:94103 s (32 min 20 s) in the proposed method, while
it took 1:52104 s (4 h 13 min 20 s) in the PSO method, which is about eight times
as long as the proposed method, and almost a month using the heuristic method,
from Table 5.4. For DMSP-10-250N and DMSP-20-200N, the computation time
of the proposed method is also signicantly shorter than the other methods. As
shown in Fig. 5.3, it is clear that the values of the objective function of the proposed
method converge faster than those using the PSO method. Thus, the proposed
method is faster than the existing methods for estimating parameters regarding the
steady-state response. The transient response of TAA10 took 2:00 102 s (3 min
20 s) using the proposed method and almost a day using the heuristic method, as
listed in Table 5.5. For DMSP-10-250N and DMSP-20-200N, the computation time
of the proposed method is also signicantly shorter than that using the heuristic
methods. Thus, the PSO method is faster than the existing methods for estimating
parameters regarding the transient response.
5.2.4 Multi-Search Points Algorithm
The performance of the multi-search point algorithm for the PAM model param-
eters estimation are compared. The estimation results using the proposed method
and DE algorithm whose initial search points are scattering within the specied
parameter region are shown in Table 5.6. The values shown there are the best
of 5 trials in the estimation process. From Table 5.6, in terms of the values of
objective function, the results using PSO and DE algorithm scattering the initial
point within the specied parameter region are same value and better than the
other algorithms which don't scattering. Fig. 5.7 shows the convergence behavior
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(a) TAA10 (b) DMSP20-200N (c) DMSP10-250N
Fig. 5.4: Comparison of variation of objective function values for the proposed
method (red circle plots) and the PSO method (blue cross plots) at the maxi-
mum number of iterations over ve estimation trials under various load conditions
(steady-state response). The results of the heuristic method are also plotted (black
squares).
(a) TAA10 (b) DMSP20-200N (c) DMSP10-250N
Fig. 5.5: Comparison of variation of objective function values for the PSO method
(blue cross plots) at the maximum number of iterations over ve estimation trials
under various load conditions (transient response).
(a) TAA10 (b) DMSP20-200N (c) DMSP10-250N
Fig. 5.6: Comparison of variation of objective function values for the PSO method
(blue cross plots) at the maximum number of iterations over ve estimation trials
under various load conditions (transient response).
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Table 5.6: Estimated parameters and their performance index using each methods
(TAA10, M = 1 kg).
PSO method DE method
w/ i.r. w/o i.r. w/ i.r. w/o i.r.
K [N/m3] 5:40 107 4:02 106 6:27 107 3:60 106
 [deg] 7:08 10 1 7:22 10 1 7:15 10 1 7:23 10 1
Cq1 [-] 7:23 10 1 3:44 10 1 7:11 10 1 3:43 10 1
Cq2 [1/Pa]  2:01 10 5  1:00 10 10  1:93 10 5 0
cc [N] 1:85 1:69 1:88 1:73
Performance index 1:89 103 2:31 103 1:89 103 2:31 103 for
st
e
a
d
y
-s
ta
te
of search points for the iteration, where the x-axis is parameter  and y-axis is
Cq1 which aect the model accuracy compared with the other parameters, and the
dotted-black line is the class boundary. The search points gathered around the
optimal solution in the both algorithm. However, once the search points were scat-
tered further than the initial points, and then gradually converged in DE, while
they gathered rapidly in proposed algorithm. Therefore, they can search around
the good region where the optimal solution seems likely to exist early phase of
estimation.
Furthermore, the unevenness is studied. Fig. 5.8 shows the comparison of the
convergence processes of the parameter values in 5 trials using PSO and DE al-
gorithm in the case of TAA10 and M = 1 kg. The unevenness of result using
the algorithms scattering the initial point were smaller than the other algorithms
which don't scattering. A standard deviation of each algorithm is also listed in
Table 5.7. From these results, the unevenness of the proposed method based on
PSO algorithm is smaller than the other method. Therefore, the proposed method
has repeatability of result, and we can say that the proposed method can estimate
the model parameters stably compared with the other method.
Accordingly, from the viewpoints of the above four metrics, we can see that, for
a steady-state response, the proposed method is capable of estimating the more
adequate parameters faster than the other methods. Furthermore, for a transient
response, the PSO method can estimate parameters as adequate as those obtained
using the heuristic approach, but in a shorter computation time.
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Table 5.7: Standard deviation of parameters and performance index (TAA10, M =
1 kg).
PSO method DE method
w/ i.r. w/o i.r. w/ i.r. w/o i.r.
K [N/m3] 5:74 106 1:90 109 1:29 106 2:32 109
 [deg] 3:54 10 3 3:54 10 1 8:56 10 2 5:59 10 1
Cq1 [-] 1:04 10 2 2:62 10 1 1:29 10 1 3:31 109
Cq2 [1/Pa] 5:95 103 1:52 109 1:62 105 2:86 109
cc [N] 7:22 10 2 1:31 109 1:92 100 2:05 109
Performance index 1:14 101 1:00 105 1:88 102 9:71 104
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Fig. 5.7: Convergence characteristics about search points of 1 iteration (blue
points), 10 iteration (green points), 20 iteration (yellow points) and 200 iteration
(red points), and classied bound (black dashed line) in    Cq1 space.
5.3 Load-Variant PAM Model
The related parameters are parameterized continuously in terms of M, based
on nite experimental data sampled in M 2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9g. Preparing 9
sets of the identied parameter values, a least-square approximation method was
used to get the continuous functions of M for each parameter and the obtained
functions are below,
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Fig. 5.8: Convergence characteristics about performance indices using DE (green
line), PSO (red line) and the heuristic (black dashed-line) method.
ActiveLink TAA10
 K(M) = 7:96 105M + 1:18 107
 (M) = 1:03 10 3 exp( 1:93M) + 4:83 10 1 exp( 7:99 10 2M)
 cq1(M) = 1:00 exp(3:32 10 2M)  2:86 10 3 exp(3:06M)
 cq2(M) = 1:28 104M + 6:77 104
 cc(M) = 4:70M + 8:82
FESTO DMSP-10-250N
 K(M) = 1:17 107M + 1:83 107
 (M) = 3:63 10 2 exp( 1:20M) + 5:36 10 1 exp( 5:57 10 2M)
 cq1(M) = 6:40 10 1 + 1:60 10 1 logM
 cq2(M) = 8:18 104M + 3:15 105
 cc(M) = 4:60M + 1:14 101
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FESTO DMSP-20-200N
 K(M) = 5:84 106M + 1:34 107
 (M) = 7:06 10 1 exp( 1:36 10 1M) + 6:62 10 4 exp(3:00M)
 (M) = 6:90 103 exp( 4:32 10 1M)  6:90 103 exp( 4:32 10 1M)
 cq2(M) = 2:18 105M   2:72 105
 cc(M) = 2:18M + 6:93
The results of approximation are shown in Figs. 5.12 - 5.11, where the circle in
blue denotes an value identied by sampled data of the corresponding M . Ad-
ditionally, a coecients of determination (R-squared) was calculated as listed in
Table 5.8 to evaluate the tting numerically. R-squared indicates how a regression
model explain an original data. As listed in Table 5.8, the R-squared values of
; cq1 and cc which are more sensitive for the model than the others are almost
over 80 %.
Subsequently, Figs. 5.12 plot experimental data and simulation results in cases
of M = 2; 4; 6; 8, TAA10 obtained from the load-variant model. The R-squared
is also shown in each caption. All of R-squared values are over 95 % and the
simulation data t the experimental data from the low-pressure range to the high
one. Thus, they imply that the model can estimate the corresponding steady-state
over the continuous range in the load.
Table 5.8: R-squared values for each parameter tting [%].
TAA10 DMSP10-250N DMSP20-200N
K 1.39 95.2 63.1
 99.9 100 99.7
Cq1 99.6 85.1 74.7
Cq2 79.2 82.5 33.3
cc 99.7 89.6 93.6
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Fig. 5.9: Parameters characterizing functions of M 2 [1; 9] (TAA10).
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Fig. 5.10: Parameters characterizing functions of M 2 [1; 9] (DMSP10-250N).
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Fig. 5.11: Parameters characterizing functions of M 2 [1; 9] (DMSP20-200N).
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Fig. 5.12: Validation result of the M-parameterized PAM model in steady state,
compared to the corresponding experimental result (TAA10).
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Chapter6 Human Intention
Estimator
In the chapter, the human intention estimator based on an EMG signal is con-
structed. The estimator is constructed by using SVM and ANN and determines
three or ve dierent motion patterns. The procedure is shown in Fig. 6.1. Muscle
activities are measured from the whole body and obtained EMG signal. The pro-
cessed EMG data are subsequently used to characterize and identify the operator?
s intent and movement.
6.1 Muscle Selection
Although the movements involved in the assembly operation require complex
coordination between dierent muscles, there are muscles among these that are
particularly valuable in delivering information through EMG signals. The selection
was conducted following these criteria and preferences:
 For a specied movement, the selected muscles should be the agonists (or
the prime movers) of the movement.
Fig. 6.1: Procedure of constructing an estimator
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 When there are multiple prime movers, the one with a single major function
or higher activation level is selected.
 Antagonistic pairs about a joint are preferred if available.
 Muscles that are more frequently investigated in the related study are pre-
ferred.
 Supercial muscles and large muscles are generally the better choices than
deep muscles and small muscles.
With the listed criteria and preferences, the following procedures were performed
to select muscles. First, the prime movers of the assembly-related movements were
identied to form a pool of muscle candidates. This step relied on the anatomy and
physiology basics rather than experimental data. Second, from articles about the
related movements, the widely investigated muscles were added to the candidate
pool. Then, the number of the muscle candidate was reduced by comparing their
experimental EMG data.
As a result, from the upper limb, the triceps brachii (TB), biceps brachii (BB),
exor carpi ulnaris (FCU) and extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU) are selected. TB/BB
and FCU/ECU are antagonist pairs about elbow and wrist joints. From the
lower limb, the tibialis anterior (TA), medial gastrocnemius (MG), vastus laterail
(VA), and hamstring (HAM) are selected. TA/MG and VA/HAM are antagonist
pairs about ankle and knee joints. Four shoulder muscles, deltoid anterior (DA),
latissimus dorsi (LD), serratus anterior (SA), and middle trapezius (MT) are se-
lected. DA/LD and SA/MT are antagonist pairs about the glenohumeral joint
and scapula. As for torso, the external oblique (EO), internal oblique (IO), and
erector spinae (ES) are selected. EO and IO muscle activities are measured to
identify the trunk rotation, but they also indicate trunk exion. ES is a prime
mover of the trunk extension. The placement of EMG electrodes is shown in Figs.
6.2.
6.2 Method
6.2.1 Experimental setups
In the experiment, subjects are asked to drag the passive lift-assist device side-
ways to predened locations. The details of the experiment setup is shown in Fig.
6.3. The total track distance is 2.8 m. From the starting location at the right end
of the track, subjects follow audio and video instructions to move the device, as
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(a) Front upper limb (b) Back upper limb (c) Frontlower limb (d) Back lower limb
(e) Front shoulder (f) Back shoulder (g) Front torso (h) Back torso
Fig. 6.2: Selected muscles.
shown in Fig. 6.4. Each trial consists of two half-distance left movements, one
full-distance left movement, and one full-distance right movement. Upper limb,
lower limb, shoulder, and torso muscle activities are measured separately. There
are eight muscles measured from upper limb, lower limb, and shoulder, and six
muscles measured from torso. Software WavePlus Wireless EMG (Cometa, Italy)
is used to record the EMG signals at 2000 Hz sampling frequency. Position data
are extracted from the experiment video by tracking a marker on the lift-assist
device. All data processing and analysis are performed in Matlab.
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Fig. 6.3: Experimental setups for acquiring EMG signals
6.2.2 EMG Signal Processing
EMG signal preprocessing is important, because of the complex nature of EMG
signals. Preprocessing lters remove noises and retains valuable signal information.
For feature extraction and classier training, A band-pass lter with 10-500 Hz
pass band is applied to the fully rectied EMG signals because 10-500 Hz is the
dominant energy band 61). The same method was applied in 62) and 63).
6.2.3 Class Separation
The goal of the classication is to recognize the operators ? intentions using
the measured EMG signals. In general, each one-way movement in the experi-
ment consists of three phases: the accelerating, steady velocity, and decelerating
phases. Due to the relatively short travel distance, the steady velocity phase is
much shorter the accelerating and decelerating phases. Therefore, the intentions
of accelerating and decelerating can potentially be be classied. Based on the
position data, the time range of the accelerating and decelerating phases can be
estimated. Fig. 6.5 shows an example prole of right and left movement. Left
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Fig. 6.4: Audio and video instructions of experiment
direction is dened as the positive direction so the position reading increases in
this case. From the beginning, the rst 1 second is considered as the accelerat-
ing phase, while the last 1 second before the settling time is considered as the
decelerating phase. In a right movement, decelerating phase occurs before the ac-
celerating phase. In the thesis, the deceleration is regarded as the The stay motion
is obtained from an intermediate rest time, as shown in Fig. 6.5.
6.2.4 Windowing
Before feature extraction, EMG signal should be segmented into each time win-
dow, because it is unable to extract feature vector from the raw one 64). We can
obtain one feature vector from one window. Considering real time constraints, a
total time length of an interval between each segment plus the processing time
of generating classied control commands should be equal or less than 300 ms 65).
Furthermore, a segment length should be adequately large since the bias and
variance of features rise as segment length decreases, and it causes degrade classi-
cation 64). Therefore, in this thesis, we used overlapped windowing technique 66)
whose window size was 128 ms and overlap was 64 ms as shown in Fig. 6.6. The
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Fig. 6.5: Motion division (subject 1, TB)
overlapped windowing technique uses the mentioned idle time of the processor to
generate more classied outputs 66).
6.2.5 Feature Extraction
The classication performance depends on the choice of feature set. For every
window, one or more features can be extracted. There are mainly three variety
of features: Time domain (TD), Frequency domain (FD), and Time-frequency
domain feature 67).
The time-domain features are based on signal amplitude and the most popular in
EMG signal classication. The resultant values give a measure of signal amplitude,
frequency, and duration. Hudgins et al. applied ve time-domain, such as features
mean absolute value (MAV), mean absolute value slope (MAVS), zero crossing
(ZC), slope sign changes (SSC), and waveform length (WL) for classication, and
gained a rate of 91% accuracy via MLP neural networks 65). Phinyomark et al.
shows features based on time domain was a better performance than frequency
domain features for robust EMG pattern classication 68).
The frequency domain features are used to study muscle fatigue, and infer
changes in muscle unit recruitment, and inuenced by two factors: the ring rate
of a recruited MU and the morphology of the action potential traveling along a
muscle ber 69). Power spectral density plays a major role in the frequency do-
main and it dened as a Furrier transform of the autocorrelation function of a
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Fig. 6.6: Data segmentation
signal 70). However, a Fourier transform loses signal time domain information. In
a parametric method, an autoregressive (AR) model is used for power spectral
density estimation. Huang et al. compared the performance of time domain, AR
coecients, and signal root mean square (RMS), and the result shows combination
of RMS with a six-order AR coecient is best one 71). The same result is shown
in 72) However, in some case, the determination of AR's order is not clear, and it
tends to model some noise.
The time-frequency domain feature can tell both time and frequency domain
information. Short-time Fourier transform (STFT) divides EMG signal into two
dimensional function of time and frequency, but the size of the analysis window
is xed, and the error depends on the window 73). Wavelet transform (WT) can
perform local analysis: focusing on time domain in high frequency and on feature
domain in a low frequency 74). It has been widely used 75, 76), and it is eective
for analysis of non-stationary signals. Furthermore, wavelet analysis can often
compress or de-noise a signal, without appreciable degradation 64). Phinyomark et
al. reported that the extracting features from the reconstructed signalD1 improves
the classication results.
In this thesis MVA is the TD signal is used. MAV is calculated as
MAV =
1
L
LX
i=1
jyij (6.1)
where L is the length of the window and yi is the magnitude of the signal.
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Fig. 6.7: Transformation from observation data to PCA score.
6.2.6 Feature Reduction
The dimension of feature vectors is reduced using Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) to avoid overloading the classier 77). PCA prevails as the favorite choice
owing to its conceptual simplicity, practicability, and the ability to be easily com-
puted by readily available statistical programming packages. PCA can not only
project data from the high-dimension space onto the low-dimension space but also
make the variance of data maximum in the low-dimension space. Fig. 6.7 shows
how to PCA transform from an input observation data to PCA scores of each prin-
cipal component (PC). In this case, the original x-axis is corresponding to the 1st
PC and the y-axis is 2nd one. PCA has been also used to analyze large datasets
of EMG signals derived from multi-electrode recordings in research and clinical
settings 78, 79). For EMG signal, twenty PC are used in 76). PCs are calculated as
shown in Fig. 6.8. In an input data, observation data corresponding to a column
is window, and variables corresponding to a row is muscles and features, which is
30 in this case. In this thesis, we obtain the EMG signal 30 muscles and calculate
1 feature, thus the size of matrix is k  n, where the value of k is determined by
the number of subjects, trials, and window size, and n is the number of extracted
feature.
6.2.7 Classication
In the thesis, two types of classication were performed, namely 3-motion and
5-motion classication. The motion classes are shown in Fig. 6.9, where the circled
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Fig. 6.8: Input and output data of PCA
Table 6.1: Pair Numbers of Classes in SVM
index Class 1 Class 2
1 Right acceleration other motions
2 Left acceleration other motions
3 Stay other motions
number denotes a motion index. Their specications are listed in Table 6.1 - 6.2.
For each classication, two dierent methods are applied to construct the human
motion intention estimator. The rst method involves a one-versus-rest SVM
classication method. In the method, a single classier that determines whether a
motion or the others are developed and nally determines the class based on the
total score of each classication. A Gaussian Radial Basis Function kernel with
a value of the scaling factor corresponding to 1 was used. The other method is a
multilayer ANN. Fig. 6.10 shows the structure of the multilayer ANN of 5-motion
classication. The hidden layer consists of 10 perceptrons, the number of input
data corresponds to the number of the PC, and the output data is 1 and denotes
the determined class. A cross entropy error is used as a cost function to optimize
the control parameters, and they are optimized via the conjugate gradient method.
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Fig. 6.9: Motion classes.
6.3 Results
First, the EMG signals during the dragging of the passive lift-assist device side-
ways are observed to grasp the tendency of the activity for each muscle. Subse-
quently, the individual classiers of an one-versus-rest SVM are obtained in terms
of the feature space plot and the values of the classication accuracy. Subsequently,
the three and ve-intention classication is performed.
6.3.1 EMG Signal
The processed EMG signals via the band pass lter are shown in Figs. 6.11 -
6.14 in which the blue line denotes the EMG signal and the black line denotes a
subject's predened position. The muscle activity corresponds to the magnitude
of the signal. As shown in these gures, the muscles were active during movement
when compared with the pause phase (approximately 2026 s). With respect to the
upper limb and lower limb, muscles corresponding to forearm muscles and lower
leg muscles, such as ECU, FCU, MG, and TA, are more active when compared
with the other muscles. Thus, it is assumed that these muscles are more sensitive
to changes in movements.
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Fig. 6.10: Structure of the ANN, where each circular node represents an articial
neuron.
6.3.2 Classication
6.3.2.1 3 Motion Classication
Figs. 6.15 shows the feature space of 3 motion class where each axis corresponds
to the PC score. The magenta point denotes the intention of the right acceleration,
cyan denotes the left acceleration, and yellow denotes the stay motion. As shown
in Figs. 6.15, it assumed that the value of the 1st PC is related to the direction
of acceleration. A majority of the points belonging to the stay class accumulate
in the low side of the 1st3rd and 2nd3rd feature space. It assumed that the value
of the 3rd PC is related to the degree of acceleration.
The classication result is shown in Fig. 6.16 where the xaxis denotes the
number of feature vectors and the y-axis denotes the classication accuracy. The
error bars denote the standard deviation. The accuracy of each class is also shown
in Figs. 6.17 where the magenta line denotes the right acceleration, the cyan is left
one, and the yellow denotes the stay motion. The classication accuracy via SVM
is 91.8 % at 6 features, and it denotes the optimal classication accuracy with
respect to the SVM results in Fig. 6.16. As shown in Fig. 6.17 (a), the accuracy
of the stay motion class is maximum at 6 features, and over 85 % classication
accuracies are attained in all the classes. With respect to the ANN results, the
accuracy generally continues as at at approximately 90 % after 6 features. As
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Table 6.2: Pair Numbers of Classes in SVM
index Class 1 Class 2
3 Stay other motions
4 Right go other motions
5 Right stop other motions
6 Left go other motions
7 Left stop other motions
shown in Fig. 6.17 (b), 90 % classication accuracies are attained in all classes
after 9 features. Furthermore, Figs. 6.18 show the PCA explained variance of the
original feature vector. At 6 features, the variance is approximately 65 %. Thus,
it assumed that 90 % classication accuracy is attained by using 65 % information
of the original EMG signals.
6.3.2.2 5 Motion Classication
Figs. 6.19 shows the feature space of 5 motion class. The red point denotes the
intention of the right go, the yellowish green denotes the right stop, the purple
denotes the left go, the blue denotes the left stop, and the yellow denotes the stay
motion. As shown in the gures, most points belonging to the go and stay classes
are densely accumulated in the specied range in the 1st3rd PC space.
The classication result is shown in Fig. 6.20. The accuracy of each class is
also shown in Figs. 6.20 where the red line denotes the intention of the right go,
the yellowish green line denotes the right stop, the purple line denotes the left go,
the blue line denotes the left stop, and the yellow line denotes the stay motion.
The number of results that cannot be classied into a specic class in SVM are
also shown in Figs. 6.20 (a) as a light blue dotted line. With respect to the
SVM results, although the optimal classication accuracy corresponds to 74.3 %
at 6 features, the accuracy of the right stop motion is under 50 %. At 9 features,
the accuracy of the right stop motion corresponds to the optimal performance,
and accuracies exceed 60 %. With respect to the ANN results, the classication
performances gradually increase with increases in the number of features. At 9
features, the classication accuracy is 75.2 %, and the accuracies of the go and
stay motions exceed 80 %.
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Fig. 6.11: EMG signal of the upper limb muscles.
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Fig. 6.12: EMG signal of the lower limb muscles.
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Fig. 6.13: EMG signal of the shoulder muscles.
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Fig. 6.14: EMG signal of the torso muscles.
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Fig. 6.15: View of the feature space of 5 motion data points.
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Fig. 6.17: Each classes' classication accuracy of 3-class case.
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Chapter7 Conclusion
The chapter summarizes the thesis and introduces future works.
7.1 PAM Model
The purpose of the thesis involved developing a virtual environment for design
of control system in an exoskeleton system actuated by PAMs. A parameter esti-
mation method based on the PSO algorithm to estimate PAM model parameters
is proposed in Chapter 4. A novel approach of the proposed method involves fo-
cusing on the parameter space of the PAM model and using an SVM to specify a
subset in the parameter space. The subset provides a constraint condition corre-
sponding to the type of PAM products such that the proposed algorithm scatters
the particles on the corresponding subset in the initial step. The inertia of the
PSO algorithm is erased to the extent that the particles are allowed to search
intensively in the subset region. The experimental data set included PAM system
data for three dierent commercial PAMs, and we obtained the model parameters
by applying the proposed estimation method as well as competing methods. The
estimation results illustrated that the proposed method is more optimal in terms
of the quality of the parameters and the convergence of the objective function
value when compared to existing methods such as a DE algorithm. Subsequently,
the continuous function of a load for each parameter is obtained by applying the
optimal estimated parameters to least-square approximation method, and the hy-
brid PAM model is extended to the load-variant hybrid PAM model in Chapter
5. As shown in the validation via plotted data, the extended model estimates the
corresponding steady state data over a continuous range of the load.
In future studies, an observer or controller will be applied by using the PAM
model. For example, we estimate the contraction ratio by using the nonlinear
Kalman lter. The model predictive control scheme is applied to control the
contraction ratio. Furthermore, it is expected that the knowledge gained in the
study can be applied to other models to enhance their precision. For example, we
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construct an antagonistic PAM models by using the load variant PAM model, and
their unknown parameters are estimated by the proposed method.
7.2 Human Intention Estimator
Human intention estimators based on an electromyogram (EMG) signal by using
SVM and ANN are constructed in Chapter 6. The EMG signal are recorded from
30 muscles including the upper and lower limbs, shoulder, and torso parts, and they
are processed via a lter and various feature vectors are extracted based on time
domain (TD) signal. The PCA is applied to reduce the dimension of the feature
vector. The classications are conducted, and their classication accuracies are
compared. Thus, 90 % classication accuracy is attained for 3-class classication,
and 75 % is attained in the 5-class.
In a future study, a hidden Markov model (HMM) will be applied to develop
a motion classier. An HMM models a stochastic transition. Thus, it will be
possible to consider the time series of EMG signal, and this is expected to improve
the classication accuracy. Furthermore, the load variant model and the human
motion estimator will be applied to an exoskeleton system and to develop a power
assist device to ensure precise control
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AppendixA Hybrid PAM
model
This appendix shows each component used to produce a hybrid model with a
load change (2.1) 35) which will be erased in the nal version.
A.1 Contracting Force
The contracting force is given by the following equation:
F (P; ; t) =
D20
4
(P (t)  Pout)

3
tan2 
f1  Cq1(M)
 
1 + eCq2 (M)(P (t) Pout)

(t)
	2   1
sin2 

:
A.2 Pressure Change
The rate of change of the PAM inner pressure is given by the following dynamic
equation:
_P (t) = k1
RT
V (t)
_m(t)  k2
_V (t)
V (t)
P (t);
where _V is the volume change and k1; k2 2 [1; 1:4] are polytropic indices determined
by the corresponding process.
A.3 Volume
The volume of the PAM is empirically dened as:
V (t) = D1(t)
2 +D2(t) +D3;
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where D1, D2, and D3 are determined from curve tting of experimental volume
data, which is discussed in the appendix. Therefore,
_V (t) = 2D1 _(t)((t) +D2):
A.4 Mass Flow Rate Through the Valve
The mass ow rate can be characterized by the following equation using the
ratio  2 [0; 1] 18):
m(t) = (t)mi(t)  (1  (t))mo(t);
where mi is the mass ow rate from the intake port, which is specied below using
P1 = Ptank and P2 = P :
mi(t) =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
A0
Ptankp
T
q
k
R
 
2
k+1
 k+1
k 1
if P (t)    2
k+1
 k
k 1 Ptank;
A0
Ptankp
T
q
2k
R(k 1)

P (t)
Ptank
 1
k
r
1 

P (t)
Ptank
 k 1
k
if P (t) >
 
2
k+1
 k
k 1 Ptank;
and mo is the mass ow rate of the outlet port, which is specied using P1 = P
and P2 = Pout:
mo(t) =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
A0
P (t)p
T
q
k
R
 
2
k+1
 k+1
k 1
if P (t)
 
2
k+1
 k
k 1  Pout;
A0
P (t)p
T
q
2k
R(k 1)

Pout
P (t)
 1
k
r
1 

Pout
P (t)
 k 1
k
if P (t)
 
2
k+1
 k
k 1 < Pout:
The value of  depends on the location of the spool, as given by a command
voltage u. Then,  is a function of u, i.e.,  = (u), where  is a monotonically
increasing function with respect to u 2 U := [ 1(0);  1(1)].
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A.5 Dynamic Equation Related to the Load
The dynamic equation of the load can be formulated as:
ML(t) =8>><>>:
F (P; ; t) Mg   Ff (t) K(M)(L0   L(1  (t)))3;
if (t)  L L0
L
;
F (P; ; t) Mg   Ff (t); otherwise;
where K is the coecient of elasticity (the ratio of the restoring force to the
dierence between the measured length of the PAM and its natural length in the
absence of a load), and Ff is a frictional term following the switched dynamic
described as follows: If (t)  (L L0)=L, then Fo = F  Mg K(L0 L(1  ))3;
else Fo = F  Mg. The frictional term is dened as follows:
Ff =
(
(c0csgn(
v
i ) + cv
v
i )=(1 + Zcv) if 
v
i > Zc
0
c
vi =Z if 
v
i  Zc0c
where the velocity v is obtained by a discretization of _ using Euler's method
and satises vi = 
v
i 1 + ZFo (i = 1; 2; 3;    ), Z = Ts=ML0, where Ts is the
sampling period set in the discretization and Fo is the net force acting on the
PAM system. In addition, c0c is the Coulomb frictional force given as a pressure-
dependent function 35):
c0c = h
cc
P (t)
;
where cc is the modied Coulomb frictional force and cv is the viscous friction
coecient.
